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once youve installed the games, youll need to run the full batch file. this will tell retroarch to use the
/full folder when selecting games to emulated. you can do this by going to the roms tab in retroarch

settings, and selecting full retro roms from the rom selection method menu. now, boot up your
mame emulator, and select games! once you have your snes classic, install the latest snes classic
roms on your console. the official snes classic hack works with the latest version of mame (version
0.140), and is very simple. just insert the cartridge into the console, then plug in a usb cord to your

pc. within a few moments, you will be able to search the pc for roms. as you can see, each game has
full support for the arcade buttons and sticks, and any other game-specific controls. if you want to

know more about the controls, mame has a really great detailed guide on the topic. if you encounter
a game that doesnt appear to be running, double-check your installation and launchbox

configuration. usually, theres a game in there somewhere, but you have to be careful that your
romset doesnt have any of the pre-installed games. for example, the mame 200x full romset comes
with a full roster of street fighter 2, sf3 and sf4. so youll have to weed out the extra game files from
the game youre playing. when it's done, you can see the result on the right. the transcription was

done for the virtua racing chip. it's a bizarre set of numbers that only have a vague resemblance to
the original mame-recognized code, but it's very consistent and easy to spot whether a block of code

is valid or not. this method of transcription could be a valuable tool for determining romset
boundaries when you're looking to alter them to suit the needs of a specific emulator.
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if you are using project eris (as mentioned above), i would suggest you grab mame itself from its
official site. the reason for this is that it will allow you to easily update and manage your full romset
packages in a single spot. once you have mame installed, fire up the launchbox, go to the menu and
select tools > import mame arcade full set. follow the prompts, but be sure to select search for game

information from the launchbox games database. thats it, youre done! if you dont want to use
mame, its pretty easy to compile the romsets you want from an existing romset. see the github
project for instructions. the steps are similar, but you will have to use an existing romset as a

template for the compilation instead of using mame to download the romset. but now, with the all-
new mame 2003-plus, you can use retroarch's built-in frontend to download romsets from the mame

2003-plus github repository. there are full romsets available for the following emulators and
handhelds: to get started, open retroarch, then go to the menu and select tools > import mame
arcade full set. follow the prompts, but be sure to select search for game information from the

launchbox games database. now, install any of the mame romsets within your retro gaming library.
theres plenty of options. some of the best include: star wars, sonic the hedgehog, street fighter,

super mario bros, final fantasy, kirby 64, mega man, final fantasy ii, demon's souls, bionic
commando, ganbare goemon, and many others. if youre looking for the reggie mini-collection, thats

included in the reggie romset. or if youd like to use roms for games you already own, this pack
includes donkey kong, kirby, metroid, super mario bros, zelda, phantom hourglass, goldeneye, street
fighter, super mario bros 3, f-zero, bionic commando, bionic commando, bionic commando rearmed,

and final fantasy. 5ec8ef588b
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